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Under his guidance, Haiti became the second independent nation in the Americas in , joining the United States
which was first. The Haitian revolution began with a courageous slave named Boukman, who led a
community of 12, other slaves to revolt in Le Cap in It ended victoriously, with Toussaint, who not only
conquered the former French and Spanish slave owners, but also handed the British army what was, up to that
time, its worst defeat ever. Toussaint and the freed slaves not only conquered Napoleon in Haiti, but also
caused his defeat in Europe as well. Toussaint, the eldest of eight children, was small for his age, but soon
developed his strength and skills through swimming, running, horseback riding, reading and thinking. His
quiet, reserved manner, his cautious but confident nature, and his sharp tongue gave him command of every
situation. His father, once a chieftain in Africa, taught him history and medicine. His mother taught him songs
and told him stories of his ancestry. Pierre Baptiste, his godfather and a wise man, taught him French, Latin,
and geometry and instilled in him a deep faith in Christianity. An avid reader of philosophy as well as history,
Toussaint gained insight and power from his studies. Dominique Haiti gave him after engaging in a battle with
Toussaint. After hearing the declaration of the French revolutionary leaders for liberty, justice and equality for
all French citizens, Haiti decided to fight its own war for independence in , and Toussaint, cautious at first,
soon became its leader and defeated the French slave owners. After The National Convention abolished
slavery in , he aided the French in their war against the Spanish and the British. In , civil war broke out
between the Blacks and the Mulattos. When Napoleon sought to re-enslave the Blacks of Haiti in , Toussaint
began planning for war. He fought bravely and won many battles but was deceived by diplomacy to make
peace. At peace the talks he was kidnapped and brought to France where he was imprisoned by Napoleon until
his death on April 7th, Ironically, Napoleon would suffer a similar fate: Character, training, action and a deep
faith in God granted Toussaint command of the challenge of leading his people to freedom. To learn more
about this brilliant leader, and the revolution he and others led, read one of the most comprehensive studies on
this subject â€” The Black Jacobins:
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Dessalines had two brothers, Louis and Joseph Duclos, who also later took the name Dessalines. Henry on 1
May He was killed by the revolutionaries at Cap-Henri on 10 October Henry on 28 October Working in the
sugarcane fields as a laborer, Dessalines rose to the rank of commandeur, or foreman. The slave Jean-Jacques
was bought by a free black man named Dessalines, who assigned his own surname to him. From then on he
was called Jean-Jacques Dessalines. Dessalines kept this name in freedom. He worked for that master for
about three years, until the slave uprising of , which spread across the Plaine du Nord. Dessalines became
increasingly embittered toward both the whites and gens de couleur libres the mixed-race residents of
Saint-Domingue during the years of fighting the revolution against residents and foreign troops: French,
British and Spanish. After the defeat of French royalists during the Haitian Revolution, he ordered the killing
of all royalists to ensure that Saint-Domingue would be a nation. This rebellion was the first action of what
would become the Haitian Revolution. These men wanted above all to defeat slavery. In , after the French
declared an end to slavery, Toussaint Louverture switched allegiances to the French. He fought for the French
Republic against both the Spanish and British. Dessalines followed, becoming a chief lieutenant to Toussaint
Louverture and rising to the rank of brigadier general by Dessalines gained a reputation for his "take no
prisoners" policy, and for burning homes and entire villages to the ground. The rebellious slaves were able to
restore most of Saint-Domingue to France, with Louverture in control and finally appointed by the French as
governor general of the colony. Louverture wanted Saint-Domingue to have more autonomy. He directed the
creation of a new constitution to establish that, as well as rules for how the colony would operate under
freedom. He also named himself governor-for-life, while still swearing his loyalty to France. The French
government had been through changes and was led by Napoleon Bonaparte , whose wife, Josephine de
Beauharnais was part of a slave-owning family. Many white and mulatto planters had been lobbying the
government to reimpose slavery in Saint-Domingue. The French responded by dispatching an expeditionary
force to restore French rule to the island, an army and ships led by General Charles Leclerc. During the 11
March battle, Dessalines and his 1, men defended a small fort against 18, attackers. To motivate his troops at
the start of the battle, he waved a lit torch near an open powder keg and declared that he would blow the fort
up should the French break through. Nonetheless, the rebels were able to force their way through the enemy
lines and into the Cahos Mountains, with their army still largely intact. They had tried to establish separate
independence in the South of Saint-Domingue, an area where wealthy gens de couleur were concentrated in
plantations. For this action, Dessalines and his spouse received gifts from Jean Baptiste Brunet. Rochambeau
and his troops surrendered the next day. This officially ended the only slave rebellion in world history which
successfully resulted in establishing an independent nation. After the declaration of independence, Dessalines
named himself Governor-General-for-life of Haiti and served in that role until 22 September , when he was
proclaimed later Emperor of Haiti by the Generals of the Haitian Revolution Army. On 20 May , his
government released the Imperial Constitution, naming Jean-Jacques Dessalines emperor for life with the right
to name his successor. Dessalines tried hard to keep the sugar industry and plantations running and producing
without slavery. Born into slavery and having worked under white masters for 30 years, as well as having seen
many atrocities by all peoples, Dessalines did not trust the white French people. The French meanwhile had
fled to the Spanish side of the island and had holed themselves up in Santo Domingo. Dessalines and
Christophe went after them at the head of 20, men. The Spanish side was a colony of fewer than , souls. The
French force numbered perhaps and the local colonial militia had no more than men. The armed Haitian
juggernaut advanced sweeping everything in its path. In the town of Moca, one of the places that fell to
Christophe, 40 children were beheaded; altogether more than â€” perished or were taken away in captivity as
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spoils of war, according to the eyewitness Gaspar de Arredondo y Pichardo. Dessalines enforced a harsh
regimen of plantation labor, described by the historian Michel-Rolph Trouillot as caporalisme agraire agrarian
militarism. As had Toussaint Louverture, Dessalines demanded that all blacks work either as soldiers to
defend the nation or as laborers on the plantations to raise crops and help sustain the nation. His forces were
strict in enforcing this, to the extent that some blacks felt as if they were again enslaved. For his
administration, Dessalines needed literate and educated officials and managers. He placed in these positions
well-educated Haitians, who were disproportionately from the mulatto elite, as gens de couleur were most
likely to have been educated. Jean-Jacques Dessalines is known for the ordering of the execution of all French
people on the island. This systematic genocide is known as the Haiti massacre. The massacre, which took
place in the entire territory of Haiti, was carried out from early February until 22 April , and resulted in the
deaths of between 3, and 5, people of all ages and genders. Dessalines was assassinated north of the capital
city, Port-au-Prince , at Pont Larnage now known as Pont-Rouge , on 17 October , on his way to fight the
rebels. The exact circumstances of his death are uncertain. Some reports say that he was arrested and was dealt
a deadly blow to the head. It says he was shot at twice and hit once. A monument at the northern entrance of
the Haitian capital marks the place where the Emperor was killed. Legacy[ edit ] In , the city of Marchand was
renamed to Dessalines in his honor. Shortly after his death, many men on the island changed their last names
from their slave names to "Jean-Jacques" in honor of Dessalines. Some historians believe these men were
soldiers of Dessalines. For the remainder of the 19th century, Dessalines was generally reviled by generations
of Haitians for his autocratic ways. However, by the beginning of the 20th century, Dessalines began to be
reassessed as an icon of Haitian nationalism. The national anthem of Haiti, " La Dessalinienne ", written in , is
named in his honor. Dessalines was a great-grandfather of Cincinnatus Leconte , who served as President of
Haiti from to
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His former colleagues in the black rebellion were now fighting against him for the Spanish. As a French
commander, he was under attack from the British troops who had landed on Saint-Domingue in September. In
any case, the Treaty of Basel of July marked a formal end to hostilities between the two countries. In speeches
and policy he revealed his belief that the long-term freedom of the people of Saint-Domingue depended on the
economic viability of the colony. Louverture and Villate had competed over the command of some sections of
troops and territory since Louverture was noted for opening the warehouses to the public, proving that they
were empty of the chains supposedly imported to prepare for a return to slavery. Sonthonax promoted
Louverture to general and arranged for his sons, Placide and Isaac, to attend the school that had been
established in France for the children of colonials. Although their goals were similar, there were several points
of conflict. To Louverture, they were bearers of useful skills and knowledge, and he wanted them back.
Sonthonax wrote to Louverture threatening him with prosecution and ordering him to get Bayon off the
territory. Louverture went over his head and wrote to the French Directoire directly for permission for Bayon
to stay. Suspicions began to brew that it might reconsider the abolition of slavery. In May, Port-au-Prince was
returned to French rule in an atmosphere of order and celebration. On 31 August, they signed a secret treaty
which lifted the British blockade on Saint-Domingue in exchange for a promise that Louverture would not
export the black revolution to Jamaica. As the rebellion grew to a full-scale insurrection, Hedouville prepared
to leave the island, while Louverture and Dessalines threatened to arrest him as a troublemaker. Louverture
decided instead to work with Phillipe Roume , a member of the third commission who had been posted to the
Spanish parts of the colony. The two countries were almost at war, but trade between Saint-Domingue and the
United States was desirable to both Louverture and the United States. The terms of the treaty were similar to
those already established with the British, but Louverture continually resisted suggestions from either power
that he should declare independence. Louverture accused Rigaud of trying to assassinate him to gain power
over Saint-Domingue for himself. Rigaud claimed Louverture was conspiring with the British to restore
slavery. Only by controlling every port could he hope to prevent a landing of French troops if necessary.
James later claimed only a few hundred deaths in contravention of the amnesty. The area had been wilder and
less densely populated than the French section. Louverture brought it under French law which abolished
slavery, and embarked on a program of modernization. He was now master of the whole island. In March ,
Louverture appointed a constitutional assembly, mainly composed of white planters, to draft a constitution for
Saint-Domingue. He promulgated the Constitution on 7 July , officially establishing his authority over the
entire island of Hispaniola. It made him Governor-General for Life with near absolute powers and the
possibility of choosing his successor. All men are born, live and die free and French. Article 6 clearly states
that "the Catholic, Apostolic, Roman faith shall be the only publicly professed faith. Several aspects of the
constitution were damaging to France: Despite his disapproval, Vincent attempted to submit the constitution to
Napoleon in a positive light, but was briefly exiled to Elba for his pains. He wrote to Napoleon but received no
reply. He negotiated an amnesty for all his remaining generals, then retired with full honors to his plantations
at Ennery. The task then fell to Jean Baptiste Brunet. However accounts differ as to how he accomplished this.
Either way, Louverture had a letter in which Brunet described himself as a "sincere friend" to take with him to
France. Embarrassed about his trickery, Brunet absented himself during the arrest. In overthrowing me you
have cut down in Saint Domingue only the trunk of the tree of liberty; it will spring up again from the roots,
for they are numerous and they are deep. While in prison, he died on 7 April Suggested causes of death
include exhaustion , malnutrition , apoplexy , pneumonia and possibly tuberculosis. Combatant for liberty,
artisan of the abolition of slavery, Haitian hero died in deportation at Fort-de-Joux in
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Early life General Toussaint Louverture, pictured here on a Haitian banknote. The couple had several children,
of whom Toussaint was the eldest son. His medical knowledge is attributed to familiarity with African
herbal-medical techniques as well those techniques commonly found in Jesuit-administered hospitals.
Surviving legal documents show him briefly renting a small coffee plantation worked by a dozen slaves. The
membership of several free blacks and white men close to him has been confirmed. Beginning in , the French
Revolution led to instability on Saint-Domingue, though initially the black population did not become
involved in the conflict. Toussaint apparently did not take part in the earliest stages of the rebellion, but after a
few weeks he sent his family to safety in Spanish Santo Domingo and helped the overseers of the Breda
plantation to leave the island. He joined the forces of Georges Biassou as doctor to the troops, commanding a
small detachment. However, some writers think it was more prosaically due to a gap between his front teeth.
Brothers and friends, I am Toussaint Louverture; perhaps my name has made itself known to you. I have
undertaken vengeance. I want Liberty and Equality to reign in St Domingue. I am working to make that
happen. Unite yourselves to us, brothers, and fight with us for the same cause. Your very humble and obedient
servant, Toussaint Louverture, General of the armies of the king, for the public good. During this time,
competition between himself and other rebel leaders was growing and the Spanish had started to look with
disfavor on his near-autonomous control of a large and strategically important region. His former colleagues in
the black rebellion were now fighting against him for the Spanish. As a French commander, he was under
attack from the British troops who had landed on Saint-Domingue in September. In any case, the Treaty of
Basel of July marked a formal end to hostilities between the two countries. In speeches and policy he revealed
his belief that the long-term freedom of the people of Saint-Domingue depended on the economic viability of
the colony. Toussaint and Villate had been in competition over the right to command some sections of troops
and territory since By Villate was able to drum up popular support by accusing the French authorities of
plotting a return to slavery. Toussaint famously opened the warehouses to the public, proving that they were
empty of the chains supposedly imported to prepare for a return to slavery. The insurrection ended in a
triumphal ceremony in which Toussaint and Lavaux asserted their partnership in power. Lavaux proclaimed
Toussaint Lieutenant Governor, announcing at the same time that he would do nothing without his approval,
to which Toussaint replied "After God, Lavaux". Sonthonax promoted Toussaint to general and arranged for
his sons, Placide and Isaac, to attend the school that had been established in France for the children of
colonials. To Toussaint, they were bearers of useful skills and knowledge and he wanted them back.
Sonthonax wrote to Toussaint threatening him with prosecution and ordering him to get Bayon off the
territory. Toussaint then went over his head and wrote to the French Directoire directly for permission for
Bayon to stay. In May, Port-au-Prince was returned to French rule in an atmosphere of order and celebration.
On 31 August, they signed a secret treaty which lifted the British blockade on Saint-Domingue in exchange
for a promise that Toussaint would not export the black revolution to Jamaica. As the rebellion grew to a
full-scale insurrection, Hedouville prepared to leave the island, while Toussaint and Dessalines threatened to
arrest him as a troublemaker. Toussaint decided instead to work with Phillipe Roume, a member of the third
commission who had been posted to the Spanish parts of the colony. The two countries were almost at war,
but trade between Saint-Domingue and the United States was desirable to both Toussaint and the United
States. The terms of the treaty were similar to those already established with the British, but Toussaint
continually resisted suggestions from either power that he should declare independence. Toussaint accused
Rigaud of trying to assassinate him to gain power over Saint Dominque for himself. Rigaud claimed Toussaint
was conspiring with the British to restore slavery. Only by controlling every port could he hope to prevent a
landing of French troops if necessary. James claims a few hundred deaths in contravention of the amnesty. The
contemporary French general, Pamphile de Lacroix, suggested 10, The area had been wilder and less densely
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populated than the French section. Toussaint brought it under French law which abolished slavery, and
embarked on a program of modernization. He was now master of the whole island. Napoleon had made it clear
to the inhabitants of Saint-Domingue that France would draw up a new constitution for its colonies, in which
they would be subjected to special laws. It made him governor general for life with near absolute powers and
the possibility of choosing his successor. Article 3 of the constitution states: All men are born, live and die
free and French. Article 6 clearly states that "the Catholic, Apostolic, Roman faith shall be the only publicly
professed faith. Several aspects of the constitution were damaging to France: Despite his disapproval, Vincent
attempted to submit the constitution to Napoleon in a positive light, but was briefly exiled to Elba for his
pains. He wrote to Napoleon but received no reply. He negotiated an amnesty for all his remaining generals,
then retired with full honors to his plantations at Ennery. The task then fell to Jean Baptiste Brunet. However
accounts differ as to how he accomplished this. Either way, Louverture had a letter in which Brunet described
himself as a "sincere friend" to take with him to France. Embarrassed about his trickery, Brunet absented
himself during the arrest. It was during this crossing that Toussaint Louverture famously warned his captors
that the rebels would not repeat his mistake: In overthrowing me you have cut down in Saint Domingue only
the trunk of the tree of liberty; it will spring up again from the roots, for they are many and they are deep.
While in prison, he died on the seventh of April, Combatant for liberty, artisan of the abolition of slavery,
Haitian hero died in deportation at Fort-de-Joux in African American novelist Frank J. Alphonse de
Lamartine, a preeminent French poet and statesman of the early 19th century, wrote a verse play about
Toussaint entitled Toussaint Louverture: James wrote a play entitled Toussaint Louverture, which was
performed at the Westminster Theatre in London and starred actors including Paul Robeson in the title role ,
Robert Adams and Orlando Martins. In , American artist Jacob Lawrence created a series of paintings about
the life of Toussaint Louverture, which he later adapted into a series of prints. In this story, Toussaint is seen
as a symbol of Blacks asserting their identities and liberty over white dominance. The American film based on
the novel was directed by Jean Negulesco ; Toussaint is portrayed by the actor Ken Renard. In , Hakim Adi
published a book about great political figures from Africa since which he included Toussaint Louverture as
one of the greatly influential political leaders in those years. The poem is copyrighted , implying writing
around that time.
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His military and political acumen saved the gains of the first Black insurrection in November He then helped
transform the insurgency into a revolutionary movement, which by had turned Saint-Domingue, the most
prosperous slave colony of the time, into the first free colonial society to have explicitly rejected race as the
basis of social ranking. Though Louverture did not sever ties with France, his actions in constituted a de facto
autonomous colony. He gradually established control over the whole island and used political and military
tactics to gain dominance over his rivals. Throughout his years in power, he worked to improve the economy
and security of Saint-Domingue. He restored the plantation system using paid labour, negotiated trade treaties
with the UK and the United States, and maintained a large and well-disciplined army. In he was forced to
resign by forces sent by Napoleon Bonaparte to restore French authority in the former colony. He was
deported to France, where he died in The Haitian Revolution continued under his lieutenant, Jean-Jacques
Dessalines , who declared independence on 1 January and subsequently ordered the Haiti massacre. The
French had lost two-thirds of forces sent to the island in an attempt to suppress the revolution; most died of
yellow fever. The earliest records of his life are his recorded remarks and the reminiscences of his second
legitimate son Isaac Louverture. Louverture was the eldest of several children. He was probably about 50 at
the start of the revolution in Because of the lack of written records, Louverture himself may not have known
his exact birth date. His medical knowledge is attributed to familiarity with African or Creole herbal-medical
techniques as well those techniques commonly found in Jesuit-administered hospitals. A few surviving
documents in his own hand confirm that he could write, though his spelling in the French language was
"strictly phonetic. This find retrospectively clarified a letter of , in which he said he had been free for twenty
years. Surviving legal documents show him renting a small coffee plantation worked by a dozen of his slaves.
Officially as ruler of Saint-Domingue, he discouraged it. The membership of several free blacks and white
men close to him has been confirmed. It was the only slave revolt which led to the founding of a state and is
generally considered the most successful slave rebellion ever to have occurred in the Americas. Initially, the
slave population did not become involved in the conflict. Louverture apparently did not take part in the earliest
stages of the rebellion, but after a few weeks he sent his family to safety in Spanish Santo Domingo and
helped the overseers of the Breda plantation to leave the island. He joined the forces of Georges Biassou as
doctor to the troops, commanding a small detachment. However, some writers think it was more prosaically
due to a gap between his front teeth. Brothers and friends, I am Toussaint Louverture; perhaps my name has
made itself known to you. I have undertaken vengeance. I want Liberty and Equality to reign in St Domingue.
I am working to make that happen. Unite yourselves to us, brothers and fight with us for the same cause. Your
very humble and obedient servant, Toussaint Louverture,General of the armies of the king, for the public
good. During this time, competition between him and other rebel leaders was growing, and the Spanish had
started to look with disfavour on his near-autonomous control of a large and strategically important region.
His former colleagues in the black rebellion were now fighting against him for the Spanish. As a French
commander, he was under attack from the British troops who had landed on Saint-Domingue in September. In
any case, the Treaty of Basel of July marked a formal end to hostilities between the two countries. In speeches
and policy he revealed his belief that the long-term freedom of the people of Saint-Domingue depended on the
economic viability of the colony. Louverture and Villate had competed over the command of some sections of
troops and territory since Louverture was noted for opening the warehouses to the public, proving that they
were empty of the chains supposedly imported to prepare for a return to slavery. Sonthonax promoted
Louverture to general and arranged for his sons, Placide and Isaac, to attend the school that had been
established in France for the children of colonials. Although their goals were similar, there were several points
of conflict. To Louverture, they were bearers of useful skills and knowledge, and he wanted them back.
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Sonthonax wrote to Louverture threatening him with prosecution and ordering him to get Bayon off the
territory. Louverture went over his head and wrote to the French Directoire directly for permission for Bayon
to stay. Suspicions began to brew that it might reconsider the abolition of slavery. In May, Port-au-Prince was
returned to French rule in an atmosphere of order and celebration. On 31 August, they signed a secret treaty
which lifted the British blockade on Saint-Domingue in exchange for a promise that Louverture would not
export the black revolution to Jamaica. As the rebellion grew to a full-scale insurrection, Hedouville prepared
to leave the island, while Louverture and Dessalines threatened to arrest him as a troublemaker. Louverture
decided instead to work with Phillipe Roume, a member of the third commission who had been posted to the
Spanish parts of the colony. The two countries were almost at war, but trade between Saint-Domingue and the
United States was desirable to both Louverture and the United States. The terms of the treaty were similar to
those already established with the British, but Louverture continually resisted suggestions from either power
that he should declare independence. Louverture accused Rigaud of trying to assassinate him to gain power
over Saint-Domingue for himself. Rigaud claimed Louverture was conspiring with the British to restore
slavery. Only by controlling every port could he hope to prevent a landing of French troops if necessary.
James later claimed only a few hundred deaths in contravention of the amnesty. The area had been wilder and
less densely populated than the French section. Louverture brought it under French law which abolished
slavery, and embarked on a program of modernization. He was now master of the whole island. In March ,
Louverture appointed a constitutional assembly, mainly composed of white planters, to draft a constitution for
Saint-Domingue. He promulgated the Constitution on 7 July , officially establishing his authority over the
entire island of Hispaniola. It made him Governor-General for Life with near absolute powers and the
possibility of choosing his successor. All men are born, live and die free and French. Article 6 clearly states
that "the Catholic, Apostolic, Roman faith shall be the only publicly professed faith. Several aspects of the
constitution were damaging to France: Despite his disapproval, Vincent attempted to submit the constitution to
Napoleon in a positive light, but was briefly exiled to Elba for his pains. He wrote to Napoleon but received no
reply. He negotiated an amnesty for all his remaining generals, then retired with full honors to his plantations
at Ennery. The task then fell to Jean Baptiste Brunet. However accounts differ as to how he accomplished this.
Either way, Louverture had a letter in which Brunet described himself as a "sincere friend" to take with him to
France. Embarrassed about his trickery, Brunet absented himself during the arrest. In overthrowing me you
have cut down in Saint Domingue only the trunk of the tree of liberty; it will spring up again from the roots,
for they are numerous and they are deep. While in prison, he died on 7 April Suggested causes of death
include exhaustion , malnutrition , apoplexy , pneumonia and possibly tuberculosis. Combatant for liberty,
artisan of the abolition of slavery, Haitian hero died in deportation at Fort-de-Joux in John Brown and his
band captured citizens, and for a small time the federal armory and arsenal. But things did not go as planned.
He was eventually captured and put on trial, and was hanged on 2 December Brown and his band of brothers
shows the devotion to the violent tactics of the Haitian Revolution. During the 19th century African
Americans used Louverture as an example of how to reach freedom. In , American artist Jacob Lawrence
created a series of paintings about the life of Louverture, which he later adapted into a series of prints. In this
story, he is seen as a symbol of Blacks asserting their identities and liberty over White dominance. The
American film based on the novel was directed by Jean Negulesco ; Louverture is portrayed by the actor Ken
Renard. In , Hakim Adi published a book about great political figures from Africa since , which included
Louverture as one of the greatly influential political leaders in those years. The album is called From the Hut,
to the Projects, to the Mansion. The history of Toussaint Louverture. Retrieved 15 December Henri
Christophe King of Haiti University of California Press. Fombrun, Odette Roy, ed. Retrieved 24 December A
Concise History of the Haitian Revolution. Domingo, its revolution and its hero, Toussaint.
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The sugar plantations of Saint Dominique, though far away, would never be the same. Plantation owners in the
colonies were furious and fought the measure. Finally the revolutionaries gave in and retracted the measure in
Though born a slave in Saint Dominique, Toussaint learned of Africa from his father, who had been born a
free man there. He learned that he was more than a slave, that he was a man with brains and dignity. He was
fortunate in having a liberal master who had him trained as a house servant and allowed him to learn to read
and write. Toussaint took full advantage of this, reading every book he could get his hands on. He particularly
admired the writings of the French Enlightenment philosophers, who spoke of individual rights and equality.
Toussaint became the leader of the slave rebellions. The French had lost two-thirds of forces sent to the island
in an attempt to suppress the revolution; most died of yellow fever. There was jubilation among the blacks in
Haiti, and Toussaint agreed to help the French army eject the British and Spanish. Toussaint proved to be a
brilliant general, winning 7 battles in 7 days. He became a defacto governor of the colony. In France the
Jacobins lost power. People finally tired of blood flowing in the streets and sent Maximilian Robespierre, the
leader of the Jacobins, to the guillotine, ending the Reign of Terror. A reaction set in. The French people
wanted to get back to business. More moderate leaders came and went, eventually replaced by Napoleon, who
ruled France with dictatorial powers. He responded to the pleas of the plantation owners by reinstating slavery
in the French colonies, once again plunging Haiti into war. Napoleon agreed to recognize Haitian
independence and Toussaint agreed to retire from public life. A few months later, the French invited Toussaint
to come to a negotiating meeting will full safe conduct. Napoleon ordered that Toussaint be placed in a prison
dungeon in the mountains, and was murdered by means of cold, starvation, and neglect. Toussaint died in
prison, but others carried on the fight for freedom. Six months later, Napoleon decided to give up his
possessions in the New World. He was busy in Europe and these far-away possessions were more trouble than
they were worth. Years later, in exile at St.
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Edit Toussaint Louverture, as depicted in an French engraving. Beginning in , the French Revolution led to
instability on Saint-Domingue, though initially the black population did not become involved in the conflict.
Toussaint apparently did not take part in the earliest stages of the rebellion, but after a few weeks he sent his
family to safety in Spanish Santo Domingo and helped the overseers of the Breda plantation to leave the
island. He joined the forces of Georges Biassou as doctor to the troops, commanding a small detachment.
However, some writers think it was more prosaically due to a gap between his front teeth. Though that is just a
rumor. Brothers and friends, I am Toussaint Louverture; perhaps my name has made itself known to you. I
have undertaken vengeance. I want Liberty and Equality to reign in St Domingue. I am working to make that
happen. Unite yourselves to us, brothers, and fight with us for the same cause. During this time, competition
between him and other rebel leaders was growing and the Spanish had started to look with disfavor on his
near-autonomous control of a large and strategically important region. His former colleagues in the black
rebellion were now fighting against him for the Spanish. As a French commander, he was under attack from
the British troops who had landed on Saint-Domingue in September. In any case, the Treaty of Basel of July
marked a formal end to hostilities between the two countries. In speeches and policy he revealed his belief that
the long-term freedom of the people of Saint-Domingue depended on the economic viability of the colony.
Toussaint and Villate had been in competition over the right to command some sections of troops and territory
since Toussaint famously opened the warehouses to the public, proving that they were empty of the chains
supposedly imported to prepare for a return to slavery. Sonthonax promoted Toussaint to general and arranged
for his sons, Placide and Isaac, to attend the school that had been established in France for the children of
colonials. To Toussaint, they were bearers of useful skills and knowledge and he wanted them back.
Sonthonax wrote to Louverture threatening him with prosecution and ordering him to get Bayon off the
territory. Toussaint then went over his head and wrote to the French Directoire directly for permission for
Bayon to stay. In May, Port-au-Prince was returned to French rule in an atmosphere of order and celebration.
On 31 August, they signed a secret treaty which lifted the British blockade on Saint-Domingue in exchange
for a promise that Toussaint would not export the black revolution to Jamaica. As the rebellion grew to a
full-scale insurrection, Hedouville prepared to leave the island, while Toussaint and Dessalines threatened to
arrest him as a troublemaker. Toussaint decided instead to work with Phillipe Roume, a member of the third
commission who had been posted to the Spanish parts of the colony. The two countries were almost at war,
but trade between Saint-Domingue and the United States was desirable to both Toussaint and the United
States. The terms of the treaty were similar to those already established with the British, but Toussaint
continually resisted suggestions from either power that he should declare independence. Louverture accused
Rigaud of trying to assassinate him to gain power over Saint Domingue for himself. Rigaud claimed Toussaint
was conspiring with the British to restore slavery. Only by controlling every port could he hope to prevent a
landing of French troops if necessary. James claims a few hundred deaths in contravention of the amnesty. The
contemporary French general, Pamphile de Lacroix, suggested 10, The area had been wilder and less densely
populated than the French section. Toussaint brought it under French law which abolished slavery, and
embarked on a program of modernization. He was now master of the whole island. Napoleon had made it clear
to the inhabitants of Saint-Domingue that France would draw up a new constitution for its colonies, in which
they would be subjected to special laws. In March , Louverture appointed a constitutional assembly, mainly
composed of white planters, to draft a constitution for Saint-Domingue. He promulgated the Constitution on
July 7, , officially establishing his authority over the entire island of Hispaniola. It made him governor-general
for life with near absolute powers and the possibility of choosing his successor. All men are born, live and die
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free and French. Article 6 clearly states that "the Catholic, Apostolic, Roman faith shall be the only publicly
professed faith. Several aspects of the constitution were damaging to France: Despite his disapproval, Vincent
attempted to submit the constitution to Napoleon in a positive light, but was briefly exiled to Elba for his
pains. He wrote to Napoleon but received no reply. He negotiated an amnesty for all his remaining generals,
then retired with full honors to his plantations at Ennery. The task then fell to Jean Baptiste Brunet. However
accounts differ as to how he accomplished this. Either way, Louverture had a letter in which Brunet described
himself as a "sincere friend" to take with him to France. Embarrassed about his trickery, Brunet absented
himself during the arrest. In overthrowing me you have cut down in Saint Domingue only the trunk of the tree
of liberty; it will spring up again from the roots, for they are many and they are deep. While in prison, he died
on the seventh of April, In his absence, Jean-Jacques Dessalines led the Haitian rebellion until its completion,
finally defeating the French forces in Combatant for liberty, artisan of the abolition of slavery, Haitian hero
died in deportation at Fort-de-Joux in African American novelist Frank J.
8: Toussaint Louverture | Revolvy
FranÃ§ois-Dominique Toussaint Louverture (French: [fÊ•É‘Ìƒswa dÉ”minik tusÉ›Ìƒ luvÉ›Ê•tyÊ•] 9 May - 7 April ), also
known as Toussaint L'Ouverture or Toussaint BrÃ©da, was the best-known leader of the Haitian Revolution.

9: Toussaint Louverture - Wikipedia
World leaders, past & present - Toussaint L'ouverture Arthur M. Schlesinger, Jr. External links Edit Wikimedia Commons
has media related to Toussaint Louverture.
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